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is flanked by windows for cross-ventilation, and you can take your adventures
outside with a power awning and exterior
speakers. All that, plus sleeping up to five,
in a trailer that’s towable by most SUVs? No
compromise, indeed.

RVers are an adventurous breed.

We come from all generations, all backgrounds, and all walks of
life, but one thing that we have in common is a thirst for exploring.
Be it heading to an RV resort, a state campground, an overnighter
in a parking lot, or a remote site that’s far away from prying eyes,
our need to discover what’s around the bend is what truly binds
us. Well, that and the desire to sleep off the ground in the comfort
of our own rolling homes … and a refrigerator at the ready for
ice-cold drinks … and our very own bathroom … you get the idea.
But as we know, not all RVs are created equal. True, they all
provide the right amount of residential comfort and maneuverability, but some RVs are just built for the intrepid explorer in all
of us. These are some of our favorites.

Check This Out: Narrow seven-foot width improves visibility on the road |
NXG Engineered frame, 15-inch off-road tire/axle lift, and aluminum wheel
assemblies improve off-pavement capabilities | Optional sofa bed with hutch
is available on most floorplans
Base MSRP: $22,172 | winnebago.com
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Keystone Carbon 418
Toy Hauler
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A common phrase among adventurers is
“Go big or go home.” With the Keystone
Carbon 418 fifth-wheel, you can go big
AND go home … and your adventure toys
can go with you. Weighing a bit more
than 14,000 pounds, the triple-axle
fiver features a cargo carrying capacity
of more than 4,800 pounds. The fifteen-foot garage area is segmented
away from the living area, so even
non-adventurers will live in luxury with a
bath-and-a-half configuration, U-shape
countertop in the fully equipped galley,
full-length wardrobe and queen bed, plus
a loft with a twin bed for the kiddos. After

Check This Out: Garage features electric bed
with dual sofas | On-board thirty-gallon fuel
station | 5,000-pound-rated frame-welded
tie-downs | Available patio package with
power awning | Washer/dryer prep
Base MSRP: $87,105 | keystonerv.com

a long day on the dunes, the on-demand
water heater means spa-quality showers
for everybody, and you can cap off your
day watching the 50-inch LED with
surround sound in the living area.

KZ Escape E17 Hatch
Making a quick escape for a weekend is easier than ever. KZ’s all-new Escape
Hatch is offered in lengths of fourteen, seventeen, and twenty feet, each
equipped with a 60-inch-wide, 66-inch-tall rear hatch door and tie-downs to
help easily load and store adventure gear. The hatch can also be used to let in
fresh air, sunlight, and to provide additional shade at the rear of the trailer. Standards include an aerodynamic front profile with front windshield; Alum-a-Tough
seamless roof; power awning with porch light; and fully equipped kitchen. The
E17 has a queen bed up front, plus a full split dinette in the rear so you can
deploy the screen over the hatch opening for an alfresco dining experience.

Check This Out: Must-have optional Off-Grid/OffRoad package includes a 100-watt solar panel,
1,000-watt inverter with dedicated 120-volt AC outlets, solar controller, portable Bluetooth audio player
and flashlight, A-frame-mounted bike rack, griddle,
additional solar power, aluminum wheels with mud
tires, extra ground clearance, electronically controlled
heated holding tanks, and double-step entry
Base MSRP: $22,133 | kz-rv.com
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